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A NOTE ON THE JOINT SPECTRUM IN COMMUTATIVE 
BANACH ALGEBRAS 
Vladimir MULLER 
Abstract: We characterize the part of the joint spectrum 
in a commutative Banach algebra which is always contained in 
the joint approximative spectrum. 
Key words: Banach algebras, joint spectrum, joint appro-
ximative spectrum. 
Classification: 46J20 
Let A be a commutative Banach algebra with unit, x-,,... 
• • • ^ e A a finite family of elements of A. As usual, the joint 
spectrum of x^,...,xn is defined by 
^(xx,...,xn) M£41(M),...,xn(M)3 a
n , M c W U ) i 
where W,(k) i s the maximal i d e a l space of A and £ i s the Gel-
fand transform of x e A. I t i s easy to see that ( A ^ , ^ . . , AR) c 
6. e^x-^, . . . ,xn) i f and only i f there e x i s t s a proper idea l i n 
A containing *± ~ & ± ( i - l , » . • , n ) . As in [13 we define the 
jo int approximative spectrum of x - ^ , . . . , x n by trCx-^,... ,xn) * 
« {( A ^ , . . . , An) € C
 n , there e x i s t s a sequence { ^ w i C A 
such that . l im J ^ ^ ^ i " " - \ ) 1 * 0}» Obviously r ( x ^ , . . . ,xn> c 
c € > ( x l f . . . t-<n)» 
For n« l , i t i s wel l known that the topological boundary 
of the spectrum i s always contained in the approximative spec -
trum, 8 6 ( x j L ) c t ( x ^ ) . For n Z 2 , this i s no longer true. The 
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s imp l es t example i s the algebra B of a l l functions holomorph-
i c i n the open b id i sc I>2= 4 ( &l9 A 2 ) c I
 2 , \%±\< lf \&2\*c 1$ 
and continuous on the boundary. I f we take x -^x^eB, xx^it^o^s 
» t-,f x^ft-^tg) ~ *2
 t n e n ** * 3 easy to see that 6 ( x l f x 2 ) * 
« { ( a . l f A ^ c £
 2 , U x U i , | A ? U l 5 f 8 6 ' ( x 1 , x 2 ) « 
« < i ( A l f A 2 ) 6 C
 2 , e i ther I ^ U 1 or l A ^ * 1{ but 
i r ( x l f x 2 ) » {( A l f X2) G t
2
f l ^ l s - l a n d i a 2 l - - l } . 
In t h i s paper we give an answer to a natural question 
which part of the jo in t spectrum i s always contained in the 
jo in t approximative spectrum* This question was invest igated 
already in t 3 ] . The present r e s u l t , however, d i f f e r s from that 
of [ 3 ] in two po ints : 1) the proof i s d i f f erent , 2) in 13] i t 
i s e x p l i c i t l y stated only that the joint approximative s p e c t -
rum i s always non-empty ( i t i s poss ib le , however, to obtain 
in the same way the result which we present here)# 
The proof of Theorem 1 i s based on the resu l t of [2] ( in 
an equivalent formulation): Let x l f . . . , x eA, (A1.«*«9<& )4 
$ t . ( x l f . . . , x n ) . Then there ex i s t s a commutative superalgebra 
B DA such that ( & l f . . . , &n) # 6 B ( x l f . . . ,xn) i . e . 
- * A ( x l f . . . f x n ) » B n A # B ( x l f . . . , x n ) . 
Let K be a non-empty compact subset of C • -Denote ^ 
the norm closure of the algebra of a l l ^unctions holomorphic 
in some neighbourhood of the se t K with the norm \fl=* 8upjf(ii)\ 
(we identify two functions whenever they coincide on K). Then 
the Shilov boundary PC-tj.,) of the function algebra X--. may be 
ident i f i ed with a subset of K, P (1C) c K c ^ t l t J \aee e . g . 
t4 ] ) and for any n-tup le ( ^ l f . . . , - ^ n ) e P CŜ ) c K and any 
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neighbourhood U of ( ^ i f » f ^ - n ) in K there e x i s t s a function 
f e f K sa t i s fy ing sup \f(^u) \> sup \t((i)\. 
Theorem 3.: Let B be a commutative Banach algebra with 
uni t , x 1 , . . . , x n e B f tfgCx^,... ,xn) * K c C
n . Then 
t r ( x l t . . . ,x n ) o r (l-^). 
Proof. Suppose on the contrary C A . . , . . . , &n) c P C -̂.) c K 
and C A ^ , . . . , An) 4 t g C x , , . . . , x n ) . By 123 there e x i s t s a commu-
tat ive superalgebra CDB.such that ( . A ^ , . . . , An) ^ ^/j'^if *• •t
3C
n)« 
As the jo int spectrum i s a compact set there e x i s t s a neighbour-
hood U of ( A p . . . , ^ n ) such that U f) eT-Cx^,,.. ,xn) « 0 . Since 
C A p . . . , AR) e HCA )̂ there e x i s t s a function ?VS^ sa t i s fy ing 
aup 1 ? C A C ) 1 > suD,,JfC<a)i . So we can find also a function f ho-
lomorphic in some neighbourhood of K such that sup|f(/u.)I > 
<U, 6 U l 
V^-u l f ( ( l t ) 1-
Consider the element y * f (x^,... ,xn) & BcG* By the spec-
tral mapping theorem (see e.g. 1.43) we have for the spectral 
radii of y in the Banach algebras B and C 
=* ,„,,..., ̂ K-u* (**l • • • •' * n» 2,̂..., S ^ l ^ , * ! ^n> I » 
- rc(y). 
So we have r -ay .J> rc(y), a contradiction with the fact that the 
spectral radius does not depend on the considered algebra* 
rB(y) -rc(y) = ^llmjy*]
1 K 
Corollary: Let x,,..,,x be elements of a subalgebra A 
of a commutative Banach algebra B. Then 
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e A ( x - _ , . . . ,xn ) » ^ B ( x l f . . . ,xn) where e ( x l f . . . ,xn) denotes 
the polynomially convex hul l o** the joint spectrum. 
Proof: We have ^ A ( x 1 , • . . ,xn ) c ^QCX-^, . . . ,xn) c 
c e J g i x j , . . . ,xn) c ^ ( x , . . . . ^ ^ and the polynomially convex 
hul l s of f * ( x ^ , • . . , x n ) and ^ ( X T , * * • *
xjJ coincide by Theo-
rem 1. 
Remark: For n=a, VCA-^) = 9 K. So the well-known inclus ion 
8 6 ( x x ) C t(xj) follows from Theorem 1. 
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